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From the Editor
by Sherry E. Wallis

We Asked. The Candidates Answered! 
The candidates for the AKC Board provide brief answers to
the questions posed by the Perspectives Editorial Staff.
These are published unedited and unproofed. 

From Where I Sit — Time to Choose 
Dan urges delegates to vote for the most qualified candidates
based on qualifications and who will be best for our sport.
by Daniel J. Smyth, Esq.

The Candidates Answer Our Questions
by Linda Ayers Turner Knorr, Gretchen Bernardi,
Rita Biddle, Patricia M. Cruz, William Feeney,
Karolynn McAteer and Tom Powers

Of Barnhunts and ‘B’ Matches 
Don describes his club’s attempt at attracting newcomers to
conformation by putting on a multi-event with something for
everyone. 
by Don James

Introducing Stephen Smith
Getting to know Stephen Smith, the AKC’s Director of Content. 
by Marge Caltharp and Mary Lou Olszewski

Amazing Canine Capabilities 
Dogs have traditionally done some kind of work for man.
Lynn shares some of the unusual, new services being
performed by dogs.
by Lynn Worth Smith 

Obedience-Positively Alive And Well In
Boise Idaho 
How a group of go-getters went about holding stand-alone
obedience and rally trials that were successful on all fronts.
by Sarah Nott 

In Praise of Smaller Shows 
Monica reminds us that good things really can come in small
packages. 
by Monica Henderson Stoner

New Breeds in Competition 
Sylvia introduces two of the new breeds with full registration
status, the Sloughi and the American Hairless Terrier. 
by Sylvia Arrowwood

What’s on Your Mind? 
A Perspectives Staff member reminds us that we are here to
help you express your opinions and to help you share some
of the tremendous ideas and knowledge that you possess as
an experienced exhibitor and club member.   
by Crecia Closson

Traditional Chinese Veterinary Medical Food
Therapy: Constitution and Food 
Dr. Shoemaker introduces us to some of the tenets of
Traditional Chinese Medicine with regard to proper diet
based on one’s individual constitution. 
by Judith M. Shoemaker, DVM

Open Sesame! 
Dick provides a primer on accessing the Delegate’s Portal.
by Dick Blair

2016 Delegates Meetings Calendar 
A handy calendar showing the entire year’s Delegates’ 
meetings dates. 
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Perspectives WRITERS’ GUIDELINES

Thank you for your interest in contributing to Perspectives.
Following are guidelines we ask our contributors to follow.
They simplify our jobs as editors and yours as writers and
help us produce a quality publication while enabling us to
get Perspectives out on time.
• Write for your audience. Perspectives is prepared by

and for AKC Delegates who represent a wide variety of
member clubs through the country. Our readers are
very knowledgeable dog people.

• Be certain that any facts in your article are accurate.
Double-check them. Clearly state when a statement is your
own opinion.

• Whenever possible and appropriate, try to include
input/quotes from others who are experts on your
topic. Always attribute any quote to its original source.

• Articles should be submitted typewritten or elec-
tronically, via e-mail. Solicited articles should be sent to
the committee member who requested the article. Unso-
licited articles should be submitted to the Issue Coordina-
tor for the upcoming issue OR the Editor.

• We suggest articles be approximately 500 to
1500 words in length.

• Do not rely solely on spelling and grammar check, as
they do not proof word usage. After preparing your
article, read it once more before submitting it. Use
a dictionary to check word meaning and spelling.

• Send in your article electronically, as early as pos-
sible. Submissions will be due by the 15th of the month
following each Delegates Meeting. If your article arrives
after the issue deadline, it may not be used in the cur-
rent issue and may be returned to you or held until the
next issue.

• A submission to Perspectives may not be reproduced in
other publications without the written permission of
the author and the Perspectives Editor.

• Any product in the name of a committee must be ap-
proved for release by the committee prior to publication
in Perspectives.

Again — thank you for your interest. Without you, there
would not be a Perspectives.

EDITORIAL BOARD

Perspectives is a publication for, and written by, the Delegates, with
an occasional article solicited by Editorial Board members ONLY
from acknowledged experts in their field. It is a forum for the ex-

change of ideas, for argument, for news. Through this medium, we hope to become better informed and, thereby, better
equipped to fulfill our responsibilities as Delegates. Your contributions are welcome, and necessary, in making this publication
a useful enterprise. Please assist the Editorial Board by submitting material via e-mail. We reserve the right to reasonably
edit all copy submitted. Opinions expressed in Perspectives are not necessarily representative of the views of the Editor, the
Perspectives Editorial Board, or of the American Kennel Club.

Sylvia Arrowwood, Charleston Kennel Club

Crecia Closson, Lakes Region Kennel Club

Deidre E. Gannon, Esq. German Pinscher Club of America

Don James, Leonberger Club of America

Dr. Gerry Meisels, St. Petersburg Dog Fanciers

Association

Dr. Geno Sisneros, American Pomeranian Club

Daniel J. Smyth, Esq. (Chair) Burlington County Kennel Club

Monica Henderson Stoner, Saluki Club of America

Sylvia Thomas (Secretary/Asst. Editor), Kennel Club of Riverside

Sherry E. Wallis, (Editor) Akita Club of America

Lynn Worth-Smith, Vizsla Club of America

Perspectives
The Delegates’ Newsletter

The coordinator for the June 2016 issue of Perspectives will be Monica Stoner, Esq.
Please email articles directly to her at tsent@ix.netcom.com with a copy

to Sherry Wallis at sherry@sherob.com by April 15, 2016.

mailto:sherry@sherob.com
mailto:tsent@ix.netcom.com


Monica Stoner’s article in
this issue, “In Praise of

Smaller Shows,” was a breath
of nostalgia, taking me back to
the group of us who worked
getting the shows started for
the Fort Bend Kennel Club in
Rosenberg, Texas, just outside

of Houston.  A small group worked to get our first
show off the ground, and we were so excited when
we had a monumental entry of about 700+  Reading
Monica’s words, I had a flashback to a conversation
I had several weeks ago with someone about our
summer cluster in Houston.  I think we put on some
of the most innovative events and provide a wonder-
ful platform for the public to interact with dogs, but
as I said to whomever I was talking to, “The show is
fun for everyone who comes, except for the people
who put it on.”  I don’t have fun at it anymore, be-
cause I’m always exhausted, from having too many
things to do in too short a time period.  I’m proud of
them, and I think every smidgen of energy I put
into it is worth it, but occasionally, I miss the more
relaxed, informal laid-back atmosphere of those
early shows with the smaller entry, without all the
extra doo-dads.  If my first show had been some-
thing like the Houston cluster or Rose City, I don’t
know if I’d have stuck with it.  Back in those days, I
had a full-time job, and after I got home from shows
on Sunday, I had to get up and go to work on Mon-
day morning.  After our summer cluster, I usually
don’t talk to anyone for a couple of days (too
hoarse) and just loll around, watching TV or read-
ing.  I don’t think I’d have the energy to go to work.
(Of course, I was a lot younger then.)

For a change, Perspectives offers some articles this
time about dogs.  Sylvia Arrowwood has profiled two
of the new breeds coming into full registration, the
American Hairless Terrier and the Sloughi. Lynn
Worth-Smith also profiles some of the more unusual
purposes to which dogs have been put lately, based on
their amazing talents.  

No one can avoid knowing that this is an election
year and March is a big voting month, not just for the
country but also for the AKC.  At the March meeting,
we’ll be electing new board members.  Each year, we
ask the candidates questions and print their answers,
exactly as we receive them with no proofreading or ed-

iting other than formatting.  
Over the years, we’ve been very fortunate to have

access to a veterinarian who practices Traditional Chi-
nese Veterinary Medicine.  She’s an experienced
herbalist, and acupunturist. While I don’t regard these
as a substitute for more traditional methods of veteri-
nary care, I’ve found my own dogs have been helped
by using this as an adjunct to their regular care, espe-
cially when undergoing a treatment with strong side-
effects.  

Whenever we start talking about shows, the mainly
conformation-oriented bunch grumbles about having
to staff and run obedience and rally.  Added to that is
the problem that these events often are not self-sup-
porting, so it seems easier to just forget holding them.
Sarah Nott, an enthusiastic member of the Idaho Capi-
tal City Kennel Club outlines how a handful of mem-
bers managed to sponsor stand-alone trials that were
not only successful in terms of entry, but also ended
up in the black.  

And along the line of show successes, Don James
tells us about an event his club sponsored to pique the
interest of the public and encourage them to partici-
pate in a dog sport.  They offered a number of events
from which visitors could pick cafeteria-style some-
thing to try with their dogs.  These choices ranged
from lure coursing to nosework. 

Our hard-working committee member, Crecia Clos-
son, gives us a quick reminder  that Perspectives is the
voice of the Delegate body.  Most people who demur
feel they’re not a good enough writer, but we’re here
to help you get your thoughts organized and on paper.
So let us hear from you!

Everyone seems to enjoy Sylvia’s Getting to Know
column, introducing some of our new delegates
through Perspectives.  We wanted another feature like
this, since we work carefully with staff members in-
cluding preparing the newsletter as well.  We decided
to introduce some of the AKC staff members that
most of us never see face-to-face because they do not
attend any of our meetings.  

This month, we are introducing Stephen Smith.  And
who better to do this than Mary Lou Olszewski and
Marge Calltharp, who agreed to pass along delegate
problems to the AKC Staff on belhalf of the DAAC
Committee?  They clearly have enjoyed working with
him and provide an excellent introduction to someone
whose work at AKC touches all of us.
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BY SHERRY E. WALLIS, Delegate, Akita Club of America
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William Feeney Karolynn McAteer Tom Powers

Linda Ayres Turner Knorr

?
WE ASKED. THE CANDIDATES ANSWERED!

Each year, Perspectives Committee members pose a question(s) to the candidates who
seek election to the AKC Board. Each candidate receives the question at the December
meeting along with directions and guidelines for submitting his/her response by the
deadline for the March issue of Perspectives. The candidates are informed that with the
exception of formatting for uniformity and consistency, their responses, which cannot
exceed 500 words, will be printed exactly as submitted with no editing of any kind.

THE QUESTIONS

What have been your contributions to the delegate body?

If elected, what would you consider significantly changing?

Please address each question specifically.

THE CANDIDATES

Gretchen Bernardi Rita Biddle Patricia M. Cruz
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Well, as happens this
time every year, it is

time to cast YOUR CLUB’S
ballot for the best candi-
dates to serve on the AKC
Board of Directors for the
next four years. Are you
prepared to do that with a
clear understanding of the
issues presented and the

people seeking to handle them for you? If not, you
still have time to get self-educated and to have an in-
formed discussion with your club’s board, if that is
how your club operates.

As you all know, we have had a Q and A session
with the candidates via a forum with candidates re-
sponding to questions submitted by delegates. What
were your observations? How clear and on point
were the candidates’ responses? Were you comfort-
able with their presentation? Have you formed your
own opinion based on your assessment of how each
candidate performed?

Then we had the speeches. Albeit some people
are better at it than others, in the past, some have
even hired speech writers. How did you respond to
what was being said. Was it genuine, or scripted? In
your opinion, was it on point for the needs of your
club and the best interests of the AKC? Did you feel
comfortable with what was being said? Did anyone
say something of importance?

Next you have the questions and answers sought
out by periodicals which can sometimes be over
burdensome to the candidates, or set out in a way
that the writer (candidate) can get tripped up. Con-
sider the source when reviewing these interchanges
between the periodical and the candidate. 

Then, we will have another Q and A at the Dele-
gate Caucus the day before voting. Many of you
may already have been instructed on how to vote,
but those who are not, please attend and pay atten-
tion. All Delegates need to be prepared to vote dif-
ferently than instructed, if their designated
candidates withdraw their candidacy during or be-
fore the election. It is important that you attend, so
that you can then decide where to place your re-

leased vote.
Perspectives role in this is to provide a question

each year to the candidates that the editorial com-
mittee feels is appropriate to help the delegates
make up their minds. This year’s question is:

‘What have been your contributions to the dele-
gate body? If elected, what would you consider sig-
nificantly changing? Please address each question
specifically.”

Seems like two simple questions and easy to an-
swer, if you have a resume to demonstrate to the
Delegates. The questions are much more difficult if
you have very little to present.

We all hear the sound bite statements of “too
many lawyers” or “we need people with business
backgrounds” or “we need a performance person”
on the Board and so it goes on and on according to
the agenda of the person telling you this. Well, the
Perspectives question this year suggests we need
people who have earned the right to be on the
Board of Directors. We need Board members who
have worked hard for the Delegate Body and have
contributed to our sport at their personal level, their
club level and have contributed to the Delegate
Body and the AKC in general over the years. Lack-
ing experience at the Delegate level may leave open
the ability to become dependent on knowledge im-
parted by others, and calling into question, the so-
lidity of credentials of a candidate.

Too often we hear stories of phone calls telling
Delegates how to vote which come from other Dele-
gates. We have heard of pressure coming from
Board members themselves. Occasionally, votes are
cast without true knowledge of what the candidate
is capable of doing, or intends to do, based upon cir-
culating sound bites or rumored false conjecture.
Sometimes the dog press unfairly gets involved.

The Perspectives question is written to allow the
candidates to tell you, the voter, what they have ac-
complished as a Delegate. This should be a simple
laundry list of activities and accomplishments. It
then goes on to ask what would the candidate seek
to change in our organization which is facing monu-
mental challenges of all types. A question, not so
easy to answer, but the intentions should be con-

FROM WHERE I SIT: TIME TO CHOOSE
DANIEL J. SMYTH, Esquire, Burlington County Kennel Club

CHAIR, Perspectives Committee
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SMYTH, cont’d

tained in the answer. It should be clear from each
candidate’s answers what his/her resumes and in-
tentions are. Take that, along with the other infor-
mational activities I have set forth above and help
your club make its decision on what is best for the
AKC. In the event your designated instructed vote
is no longer a candidate as sometimes happens dur-

ing the rounds of voting, make sure you are pre-
pared to make a secondary choice.

This vote is important to the AKC, the future of
our sport, your club and you personally. Make it
your club vote, not anyone else’s. Your club chose
you for your ability to represent them, that’s where
your knowing vote should be. De
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s

For the past twelve years it
has been an honor to rep-

resent the Greenville Kennel
Club as their voice within the
delegate body. After inform-
ing members of proposed
new rules governing our
sport, amendments to the
AKC bylaws, candidates run-

ning for our Board of Directors and Standing Com-
mittees, etc., I vote with their input according to the
best interest for the future of the AKC.
Having been a lifetime participant in AKC ac-

tivities from Juniors to Judging, my decisions
are based on well over half a century of knowl-
edge and experience. Being able to share les-
sons learned from years of involvement in the
sport coupled with my diversified business ca-
reer is a great gift to new generations. 

Proudly I boast that the Greenville Kennel Club
has always been in the forefront of participating in
new activities such as: My Dog Can Do That, 4 to
6 Month Puppy, Owner Handled Series, Responsi-
ble Dog Owners Days which have included Meet
the Breeds and the opening of Greenville’s first
Dog Park, Regional Obedience Qualifiers for the
AKC Invitational and more, garnering AKC Com-
munity Awards for outstanding achievements in
Public Education and Government Rela-
tions. I served on the 2014 Nominating
Committee of which all three of our se-
lected candidates now serve on the AKC
Board of Directors. 

The AKC has been in existence since
1884. It has a long history rich in tradition.
One of the challenges facing AKC is re-

specting those traditions while acknowledging
that society’s relationship with dogs is changing.
We must evolve to remain relevant to the majority
of today’s dog owners. 

A greater percentage of dogs today are family
companions. What are these owners interested in
doing with their pets? AKC has started to move in
this direction by offering or associating with fun
events open to all dogs such as Coursing Ability
Tests, Dock Diving, and Barn Hunt. 

AKC has also begun to acknowledge more mod-
ern day functions such as Search and Rescue and
Therapy Dogs. These types of additional activi-
ties deserve to be continually explored while
at the same time we must maintain and en-
hance our traditional events. Exploring part-
nerships with other organizations where there
may be mutual benefit in working together, allow-
ing both organizations to better accomplish their
mission would also be on my agenda. These types
of partnerships should not be looked at strictly in
terms of financial benefit, but also for delivering a
positive message to a different audience including
perhaps youth organizations, senior citizens
groups, and the fitness and travel industries. 
Considering the future…AKC has a laundry

list of activities, needs and deliverables with
no structure around them. We must seek a

rationale for priorities and a clear ar-
ticulation of AKC strategy for us to
achieve our goals and objectives. 
Before wasting time and money on

activities and tactics we must formulate
a strategy to move AKC in the right di-
rection relative to the future growth we
seek.
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LINDA AYRES TURNER KNORR
GREENVILLE KENNEL CLUB
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Ihave represented the
same club for 29 years in

June and have been an ac-
tive, contributing member of
the delegate body through-
out those years.

• Served on the original
staff of Perspectives, board-
appointed.

• Joined the Delegate Caucus during its first year
of existence. I still value the spirit behind this
gathering of delegates to discuss the issues of
the day in an informal environment.

• Elected to the early Dog Show Rules
Committee.

• Currently chairperson of the Bylaws Committee,
on which I served for many years as Secretary.

• Currently chairperson of the Coordinating
Committee.

• Secretary of the High Volume Breeders’
Committee. I remain committed to the recom-
mendations made by that committee nearly 15
years ago.

• Introduced from my kennel club and champi-
oned through the Bylaws Committee the suc-
cessful bylaw amendment allowing delegate
committees to propose amendments and rule
changes, not permitted prior to its passage in
2001.

• Successfully championed through the Bylaws
Committee the amendment that changed the
timeline for board nominations, allowing the
Q&A in December, enabling delegates to return
to their clubs with more informed recommenda-
tions.

• Served as an alternate member of the 2011 nom-
inating committee.

• Chaired the 2012 nominating committee. With
Secretary Jim Crowley’s help, I introduced new
protocols, including face-to-face interviews with
all potential candidates prior to the selec-
tion process, which has been used by
subsequent nominating committees. 

I have learned that making significant changes is a
difficult challenge. Nevertheless, if elected I
would:

• Advocate strongly for the volunteers in our
sport, those who work tirelessly and without pay
to give value to the AKC and our dogs. Let’s stop
putting obstacles in their way, creating rules
that many don’t understand, often eliminated the
next year. Every entry brings in considerable
revenue for the AKC and I would give these vol-
unteers more respect and all of the support they
need. Many of these clubs are failing, often
through no fault of their own, because far too
many shows in many areas have been approved.
Let’s find a solution for this before all volunteers
simply say, “Enough.”

• Encourage a more informed board of directors,
not running the everyday business of the organ-
ization, but being aware of how it is being run. I
would make it my business to understand every
issue brought to me for a vote before I made a
decision.

• Encourage more transparency at the board
level. Certainly many issues must be discussed
and finalized in closed sessions, but if delegates
are to cast informed votes for the board, they
should know the inclinations of the sitting mem-
bers.

• Most importantly, I would do all I could to
change the current culture of emphasizing quan-
tity over quality, in competition, judging, the
registry and the dogs themselves. We must find
a balance between seeking excellence and seek-
ing income. Finding that will allow all of us to
once again be proud to be involved with pure-
bred dogs. I want to help find that balance.

GRETCHEN BERNARDI
MISSIPPI VALLEY KENNEL CLUB
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CONTRIBUTIONS
Counting my first Dele-

gate Meeting in June, 2005,
I have attended 44 of 46
meetings (95%). In order to
make a contribution, I first
had to do my homework.
AKC's Charter and Bylaws
describe the role of the Del-

egate Body. However, only by observing and par-
ticipating in committee meetings, caucuses,
Delegate Meetings and talking with fellow Dele-
gates could I develop an understanding of the Del-
egate Body, its culture, and concerns.

Over time, I found the best fit for my back-
ground, experience and skills would be the By-
laws Committee. After exploration and much
thought, I decided to run for Bylaws and am now
in my 6th year of service. Our Committee con-
tributes by ensuring AKC's Bylaws provide a
workable foundation and framework for our
sport's governance.

I chaired the subcommittee that examined who
should determine the rules and regulations for the
Companion and Performance Sports. Currently,
the Board, in consultation with its Ad-hoc Sports
Advisory Committees, does this. The participants
in these events prefer this over having the Dele-
gate Body/Committees govern their sports. I have
also served on two other subcommittees: Board
Participation in Key Hires and Delegate Eligibility.

Many consider me to be prepared, analytical and
reasonable and consult me on issues. They say I
get the facts, pay attention to detail, tend to see all
sides of an issue, and am fair. This enables me to
contribute in a general way to the Delegate Body
decision making process.

SIGNIFICANT CHANGES
• Develop a Strategic Plan

We need to analyze the strength/weak-
nesses of AKC's structure and opera-

tions, events, budget and finance, marketing,
product development, public/governmental re-
lations, technology, and social media. We must
set both short/long range goals and objectives
with measurable outcomes.

• Overhaul the Charter and Bylaws
AKC's Charter and Bylaws need modernization.
First, we must identify all of the existing vari-
ables, including number and types of clubs
(member or licensed); Board and Delegate
Body structure, powers and responsibilities;
number and types of events and their gover-
nance; and disciplinary construct. Then, we
must go through the Charter/Bylaws line by
line to determine relevancy to the identified
variables and make appropriate changes.

• Expand Public Relations
AKC has taken excellent steps, such as the
FIDO TV partnership and improved website, to
tell our story. Additionally, we must increase our
television/print presence and find a celebrity
spokesperson. AKC must become the "go to" re-
source for all things dog and negate those "sad"
ASPCA/HSUS ads.

• Enhance Governmental Relations
AKC must increase staffing for the GR Depart-
ment and make its Director a VP. Additional
funding is also needed to help clubs/federations
in their outreach and legislative efforts against
the animal rights extremists. AKC should part-
ner with likeminded organizations, such as
NAIA, Humane Watch, conservation/hunting
groups, and farm bureaus.

• Print the Gazette
Delegates and the Fancy want the Gazette in

print. Selling subscriptions, using cheaper
paper, and reducing content would help to re-
duce costs. A cost-benefit analysis is needed.
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RITA BIDDLE, Esquire
INGHAM COUNTY KENNEL CLUB
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Ibelieve my contributions
to the Delegate body have

been my ability to listen and
take to the Board the impor-
tant issues you identified -
no matter how unpopular
those issues were with other
Board members.

As a former elected union
president, I have the skills and expertise to
achieve the will of over 600 Delegates - even when
seemingly against all odds. In the face of adver-
sity from others on the Board, I persevered and
eventually prevailed on behalf of the judges, the
clubs and the exhibitors. I was the force behind
unmasking the judges; removing mandated
NOHS; creating Open FSS; formulating policies
regarding FCI; establishing back-to-back shows;
and identifying the need for lifesaving AEDs at
shows. No, I don’t win every time, but my average
isn’t bad at all.

If elected, I will ask the Board to begin monthly
polling of the Delegates, seeking advice and guid-
ance from this smart and innovative body - a sur-
vey to gather opinions about issues that are
important to your clubs. I tried twice to get this ac-
complished when the Judging Approval Survey
was sent out, to no avail. I have no personal
agenda here. But, I see this as a way to get your
clubs involved; present what they see as impor-
tant; and see what comes of it. I believe we will ar-
rive at more effective decisions if we have more
inclusion in the decision-making process.

Our Delegate Committees meet four times a
year. I encourage the committees to continue to be
a strong factor in bringing creative thinking the
Board. Imagine if every quarter dozens of ideas
went from the Delegates to the Committees to the
Board - for review and eventually some for imple-
mentation. 

In addition, I encourage your Clubs to
hold more AKC Registered Handler Pro-

grams such as Junior and Adult handling Clinics,
wicket and scale demos; schedule Responsible
Dog Ownership Day; and be active in local politics
to ensure positive legislation in your areas.

I currently serve as Board Liaison to the All
Breed Club committee and will continue to en-
hance the Delegate, Board, and Staff relationship
with all our committees - clearly and consistently
reinforcing each party’s responsibilities. I am al-
ways mindful that we, as dedicated and passionate
fanciers, have much more in common than we
have differences. We must remember that 132
years of service to dogs and the sport doesn’t
guarantee a tomorrow. It is something we must
earn together.

A motivating focus in my life has been this be-
lief: “You make a difference by getting things
done.” For the last four years I stood up for you,
your clubs, the sport, and the dogs. I remain
steadfast in my belief that the future of the AKC
resides in the membership of our clubs.

I promise I will do even more during the next
four years. Keep my voice on the Board and you
will keep your own voice in the Boardroom. 

Thank you.
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PATRICIA M. CRUZ
HEART OF THE PLAINS KENNEL CLUB
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1. What have been your
contributions to the dele-
gate body?

Delegates have a unique
role in the governance of
the AKC, particularly in
proposing and approving
Rules and amendments to
our Bylaws. The body as a
whole also has a profound

influence on the direction of the AKC and our
sport. Much is accomplished by Delegates during
our quarterly meetings by interacting with each
other individually and collectively, especially dur-
ing committee meetings.

I have been a Delegate since 2004, and served
several terms on the Bylaws Committee from
2006 until my election to the Board in 2012. As a
Delegate, I have interacted with my fellow Dele-
gates at our meetings. As a member of the Bylaws
Committee, I advocated for various matters but
was particularly protective and jealous of the pow-
ers of the Delegate body. Most particularly, when
proposals to reduce the number and days of our
meetings came forth, I argued against it. It was
my thinking then, as now, that the same would
lessen the role and timely influence of the Dele-
gates on issues under consideration or imple-
mented by the Board and the AKC, and reduce
opportunities for us to effectively communicate
with each other.

As a member of the Board, I am the liaison to
the Parent Club Committee. But when I am not so
engaged, I attend as many other committee meet-
ings as time permits to learn about the issues that
affect our dogs and sport, and those that directly
affect Delegates. Also, I hope that my presence
shows I am genuinely interested in, and want to
learn about, the concerns of Delegates. I also con-
tribute with fellow Delegates to the ad hoc
Legal Outreach Committee formed to find
means to improve the image of, and find

additional advocates for, purebred dogs and the
AKC among the legal and legislative communi-
ties.

2. If elected, what significant changes
would you consider?

I have struggled to find a significant change to
propose. I think our Delegate Meetings are pro-
ductive and rewarding, and I am unable to con-
trive a fix for what I do not consider broken. It
would be nice to have more time to attend more
committee meetings, but extending our meetings
is not practical. Having said all that, I am open to
considering any changes that would not diminish
the role and influence of the body.

WILLIAM FEENEY
SIR FRANCIS DRAKE KENNEL CLUB, INC.
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As a delegate, I attend
two committee meet-

ings: Parent Club, the obvi-
ous choice and Field
Trial/Hunting Test Com-
mittee because I feel
strongly that breeds must
maintain their inherent
characteristics, otherwise
they are a “dog” not a
breed.

I joined the Field Trial/Hunting Test (FTHT)
committee 4 years ago when an opening occurred
due to illness. When the fill in term ended, I ran
for a permanent position on the committee. Com-
munications is my specialty in my work world. As
such, I wrote the outline for the Perspectives arti-
cle when this committee presented Field Trials
and Hunting Tests 101 to Delegates. And I helped
organize the delegate presentation itself. I con-
tinue in my role of communicator and last Spring
was asked to Chair a joint sub-committee between
FTHT and the Parent Club Committee. I am joined
by 5 hard-working delegates who cover the gamut
of AKC events. Our final product is due March
2016.

The sub-committee project focuses on the breed
flyers new puppy owners receive when they regis-
ter their pup. The committee started with Sport-
ing and Hound breeds and has been engaged in
discussions with 62+ breed representatives in
these two groups. Discussions surround speaking
with parent clubs on revamping flyer content, in-
cluding new photography and updating critical in-
formation such as health. Many flyers have not
been reviewed in over a decade! It is hoped these
flyers will drive parties in search of a new dog to
parent club websites where they will find honest,
in-depth information to delight a newcomer. The
committee plans to suggest different tim-
ing on flyer availability to breeders and use
of these flyers to the general public as

guides when researching a breed. 
The first impression of a breed should be these

revamped flyers that provide current, engaging in-
formation to those looking for a pup. For anyone
who is undecided, it should encourage them to get
off the fence and go pedigree rather than pound. I
am happy to be guiding this effort.

I sat on the nominating committee for the class
of 2017. The in person interview process afforded
greater knowledge of candidates and was a plat-
form for informed discussion when preparing the
slate. We did not always agree, but our common
goal was to get the most qualified person to the
board table. 

If elected I would heavily swing our target audi-
ence to the general population; we have spent too
much time talking to ourselves. I believe we need
to focus on vets with our messaging; they are usu-
ally the first stop for new puppy owners. And more
ads in local papers highlighting nearby events,
more TV programming, regular newspaper
columns in local press and regular horn blowing
of our good deeds. And we have lost sight of our
youth; get our message into the schools and
be active; if you engage a child, you get the
family.

KAROLYNN MCATEER
IRISH SETTER CLUB OF AMERICA
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1. My most significant
contribution to the dele-
gate body is that I listen
to the delegates. I read
every post. I have been ef-
fective in communicating
the positions, thoughts and
insights from the Parent
Club Committee to the
Board and from the Board

back to the Committee.
It is not my goal to appeal to as many delegates

as possible to get reelected. I believe that it is my
duty to exercise independent judgment, after con-
sidering the views of all of those with an interest
or an expertise in the area and the interests of
AKC and the sport.

I have been willing to listen and have changed
my position when I came to believe that a different
course was better for AKC.

I spend more time than I had imagined possible,
seeking input, from delegates and others with an
interest in or special knowledge of a given issue. 

My assignment on the Audit Committee has
given me a bird’s eye view of AKC’s financial posi-
tion. Perhaps most important, is my commitment
to keeping the AKC solvent, with significant finan-
cial reserves, and ongoing revenue streams, so
that AKC and our sport continue to provide for fu-
ture generations, the great experiences it has
given to so many of us. 

2. Change, like growth, is dif ficult but neces-
sary for all of us to survive. With respect to
sport issues, I don’t see any dramatic changes
coming along. There will be smaller changes
aimed at making some of our sports more compet-
itive and of greater interest to the existing and fu-
ture participants. Those that work I will vote to
keep, those that don’t I will vote to remove.

I will push for major increases in funding
and personnel in three significant AKC de-

partments: Government Relations, Public Rela-
tions (including our in-house team and retained
outside firms) and Registration (including Canine
Partners listings).

Both Government and Public Relations are serv-
ice departments with no revenue stream attached
to them. Therefore, I will push for additional fund-
ing for these departments. I realize that this re-
quires new income items for AKC, and I am
looking for those opportunities all the time. The
goal is to have a coordinated, focused PR/Gov.
message going out regularly, with increased visi-
bility.

Registration produces significant income for
AKC, but despite major gains in 2015, this area is
underperforming. If staff is supported and ex-
panded in this area I believe that we can enjoy
major growth, while providing the necessary fund-
ing to support Government and Public Relations.
There are millions of eligible pure bred dogs
going unregistered each year; every new con-
stituent that registers a dog gives AKC greater
recognition and political influence. 

All of this is needed to protect and advance our
sport and to allow us to increase the level of resist-
ance to the animal rights agenda.

Most important: Listening. Please call or
write: (818) 227-0820; Harriertom@aol.com

Thank you, and please:
VOTE FOR TOM!

TOM POWERS
BEVERLY HILLS KENNEL CLUB
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As Delegates, all of us have the best interests
of the AKC and dogs in general at the fore-

front of our lives.
We talk at every Delegates’ meeting about the

graying of the sport and the need to get new peo-
ple involved. Our conversations seem to always
begin and end in the conformation ring. How do
we get more people interested in showing dogs?

But, maybe there’s another way. Maybe the way
to get new people interested in competing with
their dogs doesn’t necessarily involve conforma-
tion…directly. Let me explain.

In addition to my role as Delegate for the Leon-
berger Club of America, I’m also the Vice Presi-
dent of the Greater Clark County Kennel Club
(GCCKC) in Vancouver, Washington. Fellow Par-
ent Club Committee mem-
ber Karen Burgess is the
Delegate for the GCCKC.
For many years now, we
have staged a conformation
event during the first week-
end in December. That show
has been very successful and has maintained an
entry of between 1700 and 2000 dogs over the
years.

This year, Karen had an idea to stage a different
type of show, one with the goal of introducing our
public to a smorgasbord of different activities in
which they could engage with their dogs. If you’ll
allow some journalistic hyperbole, it was sort of
like “My Dog Can Do That” on steroids.

We were able to secure the Clark County Fair-
grounds Event Center; the same locale we use for
our conformation event. We contacted all of the
vendors who were signed up for the conformation
event and offered them the chance to come a
week early to participate in our performance
event and maintain their setup for the following
weekend.

I contacted The Columbian, the Vancouver local
paper to tell them about the event and placed a
notice on their website’s upcoming events page
about our event. Karen worked with folks from
the Vancouver Visitor’s Bureau and had them
publish links to our premium list on Onofrio’s
website. She also negotiated a great nightly rate

for our judges at the Heathman Lodge, one of the
top hotels in the Vancouver area.

Karen worked closely with Doug Ljungren,
AKC’s Vice President of Per-
formance Events in planning
for the weekend. Doug
arranged to have AKC Per-
formance Event Rep Sharon
Hodgens-Wood join us for the
entire weekend.

While this is not actually so special or out of the
ordinary, what is different is that all the perform-
ance events were offered to the dog owning pub-
lic: Two days of fully sanctioned obedience and
rally trials.

Junior Showmanship
Fellow Delegate, Nick Pisias, from the Chinti-

mini Kennel Club, and several other club mem-
bers set up a Fast Coursing Ability Test (C.A.T.)

OF BARN HUNTS AND ‘B’ MATCHES
DON JAMES, Delegate, Leonberger Club Of America, Perspectives Staff
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Show Chair Karen Burgess and AKC Performance Event Field Rep

A Junior Showmanship contestant waits her turn in the ring

“Maybe the way to get new people
interested in competing with their
dogs doesn’t necessarily involve

conformation…directly.”
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JAMES, cont’d

training course to offer our visitors the opportu-
nity to try Lure Coursing.

Ron Dunn and Janet Oatney of River Rat Barn
Hunt set up a practice area to introduce dogs to
the fun and unique sport of Barn Hunt. Their logo
“Some Dogs Have All the Fun”seems to say it all.

The ladies from the local branch of the National
Association of Canine Scent Work setup an Intro
to Canine Nosework area with a small course
which allowed dogs to try out their ability to find
hidden scents such as Birch and Clove.

We had eight different breeds participate in our
Meet the Breeds event.

The Columbia Pomeranian Club held a CGC
Certification Event.

AKC provided all the material to present ‘My
Dog Can Do That’ an introduction to canine
agility.

CCKC sponsored a ‘B’ Match. By the way, the
fellow and his Springer who took Best in Match
read about our show in the paper and came to
give it a try. He had been bitten big time by the
show bug and is now is planning on doing confor-
mation with his dog. That, in a nutshell, sums up
why we wanted to do a show like this.

Clark County Emergency Services brought in
the AKC ReUnite Disaster Relief Trailer which was
recently donated by Greater Clark County KC.

We had absolutely no idea whether this event
would achieve any level of success. We knew we
had covered all our bases with publicity, but,
since this was the first time we’d ever attempted
anything like this, we were all a little nervous as
to the outcome. Since some of our events were
held outdoors, we had to cross our fingers and

hope for good weather. 
The weekend was ushered in under cloudless

blue skies with cold temperatures. Certainly a
good omen, but, would anyone show up? The an-
swer was an unqualified YES!!!

Lure Coursing was so popular that half way
through the day on Saturday, they were already
taking reservations to run the course on Sunday.

Barn Hunt was completely sold out both days.
Each class had approximately eight dogs and the
training lasted for approximately one hour.

Every time I checked in on Nosework, I saw
dogs running through the course trying to find
where those scents were coming from.

The Rally and Obedience trials were extremely
well attended, but we knew that would be the case
because those events required pre-entry.

Everyone had a great time. I know Sharon, our

AKC Rep, was extremely impressed with both the
effort and the turnout for the show. In fact, at the
AKC/Eukanuba National Championship in De-
cember, Karen and I met with Doug Ljungren and
Brandi Hunter, AKC’s Director of Public Relations
and Communications, to talk about the event, how
it was staged and its overall success.

Let me say just a quick few words about my par-
ticipation in the events. I was able to find the time
to sign my Leonberger, Whisky, up to try both
Barn Hunt and Lure Coursing. To say he had a
blast would be a tremendous understatement.

His original run in Lure Coursing was setup to
chase two white garbage bags tied on the line. He
wasn’t too interested in those, but when they at-
tached the dummy raccoon that made a squeaky
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The Chinook was one of the breeds represented at Meet the Breeds

Another dog takes off after the lure during the coursing event
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JAMES, cont’d

noise on the line, he was all over it.
Barn Hunt was amazing. They start out by

showing the dogs the live rat inside a wire mesh
cage. That way, the dogs can both see and smell
the “prey.” Once that’s done, the rat is placed in
an opaque container and the dogs are then shown
three such containers, only 1 of which actually
has a rat on board. They must identify which con-
tainer has the rat before going to the next level.
The final level involves hiding two empty tubes
and one tube containing a rat somewhere in a
maze of hay bales. The dog’s job is to identify
which container has the live rat. I have to say I’ve
never seen Whisky so excited. He was so into
finding that rat that when he finally did, he put his
nose under the container and flipped it in the air.
Jane and Ron had to stop him in deference to the
safety of the rat. He was so into this that I’ve actu-

ally signed him up to participate in a future Barn
Hunt test sponsored by River Rats.

My experience was exactly what we wanted peo-
ple to have when they brought the dogs to the
show. Give people a look at a whole bunch of ac-
tivities in which they can get their dogs involved.

Dog shows don’t have to be all about conforma-
tion. Maybe the best way to get people familiar or
reacquainted with the dog show world is something
like what we did in November. It’s an idea, but I
think, based on what I saw, it’s a pretty good one.

Oh, and a report from Vancouver’s daily paper,
The Columbian showed up and the following day,
we saw this article in their paper:

All in all, another way to look at a what we mean
when we say “dog show”.

Mix and match…..Food for thought?? 
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A big English Mastiff over the jump during the obedience trial My Leonberger, Whisky, reacts to seeing the rat at the beginning of
the barn hunt seminar

A diorama introducing participants to the sport of canine nose work

http://www.columbian.com/news/2015/nov/29/all-breed-obedience-rally-trials-ridgefield-dog-show/
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In early 2015, AKC rolled out a new website in an
effort to bring it more in line with current day

media technology, to ensure the AKC website is
accessible on mobile devices, and to create an ex-
perience for everyone interested in dogs. To sup-
port this new site and the growing AKC social
media audience, AKC hired a team of talented and
experienced employees as well as consultants in
the digital publishing and social media field. As
Delegates began to
have issues and con-
cerns about the new
website, a Website Im-
provement Group was
established in the Del-
egate Advocacy and
Advancement Com-
mittee to provide a
conduit of communi-
cation from Delegates
to AKC’s digital mar-
keting staff; thus be-
ginning our
relationship with Stephen Smith. 

Everyone who has worked with Stephen will
agree on how enthusiastic he is about his job; and,
how very important a great customer service ex-
perience is to him. It motivates him to work to
make sure that all users of the AKC website will
have a positive experience. We’d like you to know
more about this staff member who works so hard
for the AKC by telling you more of his story.

There is an old Irish saying, “May you have the
hindsight to know where you’ve been, the fore-
sight to know where you are going, and the in-
sight to know when you have gone too far.” All of
this and a little Luck of the Irish.

Stephen Smith, Director of Content at the AKC
is the lead person in charge of website content, so-
cial media, and the digital ad sales team. Stephen
is one of six people on the team. 

He came to the States from Ireland where he
was born and raised in a small rural community in
the town of Mullagh, in County Cavan, which is 60
miles north-west of Dublin. He spent his child-

hood there, and after graduation from high school,
he moved to Dublin to attend university. He gradu-
ated with a BA and MBA in Journalism and Com-
munications. Stephen has a huge interest in
storytelling and figuring out how to reach people
with interesting stories. His working background
and training is in media and publishing. Stephen
has worn a few hats in his career: a project man-
ager in construction; working in radio, and a TV

producer. He founded
his own company that
created and ran busi-
ness conferences and
has experience in digi-
tal publishing. The job
he has enjoyed the
most is his first job in
TV as a production as-
sistant on Ireland’s
longest running inde-
pendently produced
magazine show. The
show was about agri-

culture, and he was responsible for managing the
entire production schedule. This job gave him the
opportunity to travel around Ireland meeting an
amazing number of very inspirational people. 

Stephen is the eldest of five, with two younger
brothers and two sisters, that each include a set of
twins. His mother is an elementary school
teacher, and his father owns a manufacturing busi-
ness that makes rubber hose for the oil and gas in-
dustry and employs over 100 people. Stephen’s
brother, Darragh, and sister, Louise (the twins)
are just a year younger than Stephen. Darragh is a
production manager in his dad’s manufacturing
business while Louise is a teacher. Ronan, his
younger brother is a chartered accountant and
works in Chicago for Baker Tilly Capital. Laura
the youngest is in her final year of training to be-
come a nurse.

Stephen and his wife Philippa arrived in New
York to experience the life-style in New York. He
was completing his MBA and she was selected for
a place in the Masters in Clinical Psychology pro-

INTRODUCING STEPHEN SMITH, AKC DIRECTOR OF CONTENT
MARGE CALTHARP, Delegate,Chinese Shar-Pei Club Of America 

MARY LOU OLSZEWSKI, Delegate, American Bloodhound Club/Daac Website Improvement

Committee
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CALTHARP/OLSZEWSKI, cont’d

gram at Teachers College (TC), Columbia Univer-
sity. He managed to land a job in digital media for
a publisher in Manhattan while she started at Co-
lumbia University. They planned on staying only
12 months; that was 3 years ago. His wife is now
working toward her PhD in Clinical Psychology at
TC, while he is employed with AKC.

Stephen very much enjoys the opportunity to
speak with people who have been involved in the
community and sport for many years. He feels
their passion is infectious and working at AKC is a
privilege.

His vision for this year is to complete the neces-
sary website improvements, while continuing to
grow the website and social media audience at the
same rate or greater than last year. He said; “Dog
owners have so much choice when searching for
answers to the questions they have about their
companions. We need to be in front of as many
people as possible who have questions in as many
places as possible. That requires a relentless focus
and attention on producing and publishing con-
tent. A publisher Stephen used to work for de-
scribed the internet as “a rapacious beast that will
take all that you can throw at it, and ask for more.”

His one big frustration has been that his team
has not been able to move as quickly as they
would like to improve the website experience.
While many problems with the AKC website have
been addressed, there are still challenges and of
course there is Murphy’s Law; Nothing is as easy
as it looks. Everything takes longer than you ex-

pect, and if anything can go wrong, it
will, at the worst possible moment. 

Stephen and his team have been navi-
gating change and working through is-
sues with the AKC website over the past
seven months. We found his understand-
ing of the issues, his commitment to pro-
vide us all with a good web experience
over time, his appreciation that we are all
customers, and his overall leadership
with a solid vision to get us to the goal,
very real and refreshing. That said, how-
ever we still have lots to do that needs to
be done and your continued feedback
and patience is much appreciated.

During his down-time, he reads a lot
and likes exploring new parts of the area

where he lives on the Upper West Side of Manhat-
tan. He doesn’t own a dog at the present time, but
owned an Alaskan Malamute (Kayla) before his
move to the US. She now lives with his brother-in-
law in Wales. He knows the dog is in the right en-
vironment because his brother-in-law is a
triathlete, and the exercise is good for an active
working breed. Dogs of the working and herding
background are of the most interest to him and he
is drawn to the Bernese Mountain Dog.

Even though the Irish are famous for Irish
Whiskey, Stephen prefers a cold beer.

Stephen is always interested in hearing our
questions and helping in any way. He asks if you
have stories to share about your dogs or dogs
from your community, to let him know so that
they can be posted on the AKC website and/or
Facebook which helps to promote the purebred
dog. 

Meanwhile, Stephen and his team ask that all
Delegates and their Clubs continue to use the
AKC Website User Feedback Forum: so that they
can capture, prioritize and over time fix all things
that concern us as Delegates. The link to the form
is listed below.

http://form.jotformpro.com/form/52003558899970

Work on the website will continue; we now have
a voice, and someone who will listen. Thank you,
Stephen, and your team!
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Did you know that a dog’s nose has over 300 mil-
lion sensors? Compare that to a human nose

that has only 5 million sensors. According to a
British organization, Medical Detection Dogs, that
presently is studying the power of dogs' noses, in
the near future, dogs will be used in conjunction
with existing tests to identify cancer. Studies have
concluded that dogs can really detect the smell of
cancer from breast cancer to malignant melanoma.
Medical Detection Dogs trains dogs to sniff out can-
cer. Funding is needed to expand and continue this
study and development. 

Therapy dogs are being trained to assist with neu-
rological cases. Wilderwood Service Dogs in
Maryville, Tennessee and Service Dogs of Virginia
are two of the organizations that specifically train
service dogs to assist with people who have neuro-
logical difficulties such as cerebral palsy, autism, As-
perger’s Syndrome, Alzheimer’s, dementia, and
Post-traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD). A variety of

dogs are used in this training and are trained specif-
ically for each client who has to fund half the costs
of the training, which can take one to two years.

Specifically trained “bear dogs” are one of the lat-
est lines of defense in keeping bears at bay. In geo-
graphic areas where bears are common, dogs are
trained to bark maniacally as handlers shoot rubber
bullets with loud cracking noises in the bears' direc-
tions, shouting at the bears to beat it. When the
bears back up and run away, the dogs are silent, and
the noise is stopped, serving as a reward for the
bears and keeps them from returning. Young dogs
are trained with experienced ones and work as a
group. To date, no dog, bear or person has been in-
jured.

Looks like our dog pals truly are amazing and
who knows if their full capabilities have been real-
ized? Who knows, maybe they can even beat the
campaigning politicians in upcoming caucuses! 

AMAZING CANINE CAPABILITIES
LYNN WORTH SMITH, Delegate, Vizsla Club Of America
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November 2015, the Idaho Capital City Kennel
Club (ICCKC) wrapped up another weekend of

successful obedience trials in Boise Idaho. Yes-SUC-
CESSFUL! A small group of creative, dedicated,
ICCKC obedience enthusiasts worked together for
the past five years to provide
stand-alone obedience and
rally trials in addition to the
four trials held in conjunction
with our Treasure Valley Dog
Shows Cluster every October. 

Historically, ICCKC’s Octo-
ber obedience trials were
viewed as complementary to the large and success-
ful conformation shows. Despite decent entry
counts, the trials are themselves financial liabilities
due to the high cost of venue rental. When the AKC
moved to permit two trials on the same day, Alice
Peterson, an obedience judge and area instructor,
gathered a few interested and determined members

into an ad hoc committee for stand-alone trials.
While the board and club voted to allow the commit-
tee to proceed; the original motion was modified. In
order to become an annual event, the trials must
make money. As a proud member of the original

committee, I want to share how our
trials evolved and succeeded over
the years. Several factors were im-
portant for our success. 

First and foremost the committee
chairman had to be knowledgeable
about AKC events and able to keep
abreast of changes to rules, new

class offerings, etc. The committee members had to
be enthusiastic, willing to work, flexible, and dedi-
cated to the cause. To avoid the cost of a superin-
tendent, the committee purchased the AKC Trial
Manual and Obedience Solutions trial software.
Over the years, three committee members served
as trial secretary. The first two years we borrowed

OBEDIENCE-POSITIVELY ALIVE AND WELL IN BOISE, IDAHO
BY SARAH NOTT, Invited by COL. HAROLD BRIZEE, US Army (Ret.), Delegate,

Idaho Capital City Kennel Club
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“We wanted quality judges
who scored consistently, were
pleasant to exhibitors, and
were able to withstand the
rigors of a full day judging.”
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NOTT, cont’d

the ICCKC Agility committee laptop, which meant
ferrying the laptop back and forth as our original
May trials were sandwiched between ICCKC’s
March and June agility trials. With the trials’ suc-
cess, a laptop and printer were purchased specifi-
cally for obedience. 

Dates for the trials were selected to avoid regional
obedience trials and with Idaho weather in mind.
Originally envisioned as trials for local exhibitors
unable to compete out of the area; those of us who
routinely drive 4–8 hours for AKC events did not
want to compete with other clubs nor lose a week-
end of trialing for ourselves.  We learned the impor-
tance of the AKC corresponding date calendar; with
the exception of 2011, the trials were Mother’s Day
weekend. Gritting our teeth, the mothers on the
committee promoted the special weekend and all
mothers who exhibited were entered into a raffle
for a beautiful flower arrangement. In 2015 the com-
mittee voted to move off this weekend. 

Because venue rental was the highest cost of our
indoor trials, the committee opted to hold the 2011
trials in a park. Our first trials 2011-2013 were held
in the least expensive park having level ground,
shade, parking lot, and a shelter with electrical
power. Using public parks meant security risk for
club equipment. With a plan C match the night be-
fore the trials, our small committee set up and tore
down three rings, six canopies and three jump sets
three times. In May 2013, ICCKC’s equipment
trailer was parked over 1000 yards from the rings
and the temperature was 98. In 2014 we moved out-
side to our local fairgrounds and with security were
able to leave everything in place. However, that year
the Idaho weather beat us into submission with hor-
izontal rain, wind, and cold. In 2015 we moved in-
doors, rented a private training facility, dropped
from three rings with six trials to one ring and four
trials. Being indoors, we changed dates and se-
lected weekends in March and November. We
dropped the added expense of towing the ICCKC
trailer to the site and brought baby gates, jumps,
and other club supplies in our own vehicles. 

Judge selection was important to the committee.
We wanted quality judges who scored consistently,
were pleasant to exhibitors, and were able to with-
stand the rigors of a full day judging. Consideration
was given to travel expense, hotel selection, use of

members for drivers, and taking judges out to din-
ner. In 2011– 2014 we hired three judges, but in
2015, with one ring, needed only one judge each
trial weekend. We limited Obedience to five hours
and Rally to two hours; correctly concluding that
class changes, awards, and set-ups would make it an
eight hour day. 

Hospitality for judges and exhibitors was given
much thought. Our trials in the parks and the fair-
grounds included lunches purchased in advance by
exhibitors, and prepared and served by committee
members. The proximity of eating establishments
near the training facility used in 2015 meant simpli-
fying with lunch provided only for committee, judge,
and stewards.

A plan C match was held before each trial week-
end, allowing exhibitors to practice in the trial rings.
Pre-registration was used for the match, and each
obedience and rally class with entrants was offered.
The plan C augmented the trial income and was an-
other way to help exhibitors be successful. 

An incredibly popular raffle was used 2011
through 2014 to help the bottom line. Raffle items
averaged $50 per basket and covered a variety of
items donated by members and non members. Bas-
kets were professionally packaged and a list of raffle
items and photos featured on the ICCKC website.
Many were purchased by spectators who came by
after seeing items on the website. 

We advertising the original trials with “save the
date” posters at the 2010 October Cluster trials. The
committee expected positive feedback from local ex-
hibitors, but was surprised and thrilled with re-
sponse from exhibitors in surrounding states.
ICCKC’s mailing list from years of matches, classes,
and seminars was overhauled and updated with
emails. A separate email only mailing list was cre-
ated and used to send premiums. The premium was
posted on the ICCKC website (www.icckc.org) , an-
nounced on the ICCKC Facebook page, and sent to
various regional yahoo groups, kennel clubs, and
obedience instructors. Paper premiums were avail-
able but each year fewer were needed. In 2015 only
one was mailed.

The trial secretary received paper entries and
checks, but used email and the Obedience Solutions
software to send confirmations, schedules, armband
numbers, and to handle transfers or withdrawals.
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NOTT, cont’d

The trial software permitted printing of judge’s
books, steward ring boards, armbands, and cata-
logs. No fee was charged for the catalogs, and each
exhibitor received one as a thank you for entering
the trial. The software also produced the marked
catalogs and paperwork submitted to the AKC. 

Support of the obedience and rally community
continues to be of utmost importance. Originally,
trophies and prizes were assembled from left-over
prizes held by ICCKC’s October trophy chairman
and from committee members who donated prizes
won by their own dogs. A general trophy fund was
created. The Treasure Valley Obedience Enthusi-
asts (TVOE) fund has for the past two years com-
pletely covered cash awards for Obedience High in
Trial and High Combined in both obedience and
rally. It also covers toys awarded for 1st through 4th
in each class. Solicitations for the TVOE are from
anyone who supports obedience and it is notable
that many are not ICCKC members. 

Because the theme of the first stand-alone trials
was “earn a title in a weekend” the committee or-
dered special new title ribbons which became wildly
successful and now are also used at the October
Cluster shows not just for obedience and rally, but
for new champions and agility titles. All ribbons
awarded are purchased from an independent con-
tractor who provides a high quality product at rea-
sonable cost. To avoid waste, ribbons are not dated
and labels are applied with date of trials. 

In 2015 with the move to an indoor venue, down-
sizing to one judge, and limiting judging hours the
stand-alone Obedience committee held its collective
breath. The March weekend was two weeks before
the first obedience trials in Utah, but the November
trial was three weeks after the local October Clus-
ter. We thought a two day event would only draw lo-
cals, with fewer entries in November following the

large four day event. We were wrong on both
counts. Obedience filled both weekends. Entries
were hand delivered the day the November trials
opened, well before the October cluster. While local
exhibitors supported the trials, many traveled from
out of state; and enough entered the B classes to
provide OTCH points. As 2015 trial secretary I
braced for entry withdrawal or transfer after the Oc-
tober cluster, but still had more obedience entries
than our five-hour limit permitted. The gamble for
November paid off as we also drew many who only
competed in agility during the four day cluster
event. Without another regional obedience or rally
trial until March 2016, an astounding 19 new title
ribbons were awarded among the 44 November ex-
hibitors.

The committee has already endured another
change of venue for the March 2016 trials, and a No-
vember change of date in order to move away from
Thanksgiving weekend without conflicting with
ICCKC’s tracking test and two agility trials. We re-
main dedicated to our original purpose of providing
an opportunity for local exhibitors to earn legs in
obedience and rally, while keeping the financial bal-
ance sheet for our stand-alone trials in the black. We
are positively enthusiastic about our trials, and com-
mitted to promoting ICCKC as a viable club of mem-
bers devoted to many venues in the sport of dogs.
ICCKC was once an all breed club with two confor-
mation and two obedience trials per year, now it of-
fers two conformation shows, has six obedience
trials , six rally trials, eight agility trials, and two
tracking tests. On the ICCKC website’s club history
page is the quote from Vince Lombardi, which sums
up the club’s efforts, “The achievements of an or-
ganization are the result of the combined effort of
each individual.” 
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Thank you
to the March 2016, Perspectives

Coordinator, Deidre E. Gannon, Esq.,
and our contributing writers.

Their hard work made this issue possible.
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As I write this, a multiple day extravaganza is tak-
ing place in the San Francisco Bay area. This

event included all breed shows with supported en-
tries and designated specialties along with inde-
pendent specialties, educational seminars, and
lavish hospitality. 

Earlier this month the same
sort of event took place on the
east coast. No doubt many of
you have seen the photos of
well-known people and famous
dogs and hats, lots and lots of
hats.

At nearly the same time, I attended local shows in
New Mexico. Entries ranged from 380 to 495. Noth-
ing extravagant at all. But, for the exhibitors, these
shows were still a competition for championship
points, in some cases titles were completed. I no-
ticed some of the top dogs in the country in the
group rings, with well-known handlers in the
classes. What I also have noticed, and have seen at
many small shows is a generous number of non-
dog show people walking through the grounds,
watching all the breeds of dogs, and talking with ex-
hibitors. For some of these towns, the dog show is a
major event, bringing in much needed revenue and
allowing people to see breeds of dog they would not
normally encounter.

On one of the pre-
mium lists, I read a re-
minder that some of
the costs of the show
were covered by the
hotel tax, illustrating a
good working relation-
ship between the club
and the town. In years
past, I remember a
very small show in Cali-
fornia where we re-
ceived ads for local
restaurants and specialty shops which were part of
the premium list—a great example of mutual sup-
port and a way to avoid the big-chain-restaurant
syndrome. 

There is always talk about growing shows, possi-
bly by combining these small shows, making them

into four-or more- day events. With the advent of
two in a day shows, there’s even talk of having four
shows in a two day weekend. I can certainly see the
logic in those plans. Look how many championship
points you can accumulate. Some see this as a way

to “grow” the entry.
What about the community?

What about outreach and edu-
cation? Who’s going to have the
energy to talk with whoever
comes through, wanting to
know more about this sport,
and these dogs? What about the

shy young dogs and novice handlers trying to fit
into the sport? Please don’t say “they have to tough
it out like we did!” Because we didn’t! We entered
small shows with our first dogs, trying to figure out
where our ring was and with little or no idea on how
to catch the judge’s eye. There were enough of
those shows around to provide experience in the
ring and later to become involved in the club. We
were not thrown in on the deep end with the hope
that we could manage a dog paddle to survive.

If our early show experiences were not stellar, we
hung in there. Do we really want others to go
through that same experience? Do we want to dis-
courage them before they have an opportunity to

succumb to the lure of
showing their dogs, of
winning, of receiving
that certificate in the
mail? I don’t think so.

Yes, the extravagan-
zas are wonderful, but a
successful sport is built
on a variety of events,
and we need to remem-
ber we all have to start
somewhere. Let’s not
lose our small shows in
supportive communi-

ties in the rush to be bigger…Bigger…BIGGER.
And please, when we strive to see our dog’s name
on the top ten list, let’s not forget the hopes of those
just starting out. Let’s be sure they have somewhere
to dip their toes into the water before they’re diving
into and trying to swim in the ocean. 

IN PRAISE OF SMALLER SHOWS
MONICA HENDERSON STONER, Saluki Club of America, Perspectives Staff
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“Let’s not lose our small shows
in supportive communities
in the rush to be bigger…

Bigger…BIGGER.”
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Welcome to the two new breeds which entered
full competition at AKC venues commencing

on January 1, 2016, the American Hairless Terrier
in the Terrier Group and the Sloughi in the Hound
Group. On July 1 of 2016, the Pumi will be added
to the Herding Group and will become fully recog-
nized. Details of the Pumi breed will be included in
the June issue of Perspectives.

The two newly-approved breeds will bring the
total of dog breeds eligible to compete in AKC
events to 189. The Pumi will bring the total to 190,
with 65 different breeds in Foundation Stock Serv-
ice (FSS) waiting in the wings. It won’t be long
until the total number of eligible breeds will be
200!

AMERICAN HAIRLESS TERRIER

The American Hairless Terrier is a variation of
the Rat Terrier and is almost completely hairless,
with the exception of some whiskers and a few eye-
lashes which make it a good choice for those indi-
viduals seeking relief from allergies. This breed
presents fewer allergic reactions than do most
other breeds.

Similar to the Chinese Crested there are two va-
rieties of the American Hairless Terrier, Coated,
sometimes known as “Coated Carriers” by the
American Hairless fancy and “Hairless.” Every
hairless breed has a coated variety. All of these
breeds carry the hairless gene even if they are of
the coated variety.

These little dogs are very intelligent, “Terrier
Smart” and quite trainable which makes living with
and taking care of them easier than some other
breeds. Any color or color combination is show-

able except merle or albino which are disqualifica-
tions. Other disqualifications are hanging ears or a
bobtail.

Ideal height is 12 to 16 inches at the withers and
the body should be longer than high with a ratio of
10-9, reflecting a slight rectangle. The height
makes this a table breed.

The parent club is the American Hairless Terrier
Club of America, AHTCA.

For more information and more detail of the
standard, you can go to kalons@pacbell.net, the
AKC website or Facebook.

SLOUGHI

The Sloughi is a sighthound, subpopulation lop
eared sighthouhds, which includes the

Saluki, Afghan and Azawakh. Sloughis were first
bred in Northern Africa, primarily Libia, Morocco,
Tunisia and Algeria as hunters of wild pigs, hare,
gazelle, desert fox and to help protect the herds
from jackals which are wild dogs native to Africa.
Often referred to as the Arabian or Berber Grey-
hound, the history of the Sloughi is too ancient to
be traced back accurately. Many African
sighthounds date back to the Seventh Century
BC. During this time, the Assyrian and Babylon
Empires dominated the Near East as reflected by
depictions on many artifacts and antiquities indi-
cating just how prized these hounds were to the
individuals of the time.

This breed mixes well with people and has al-

NEW BREEDS IN COMPETITION – JANUARY 1, 2016
SYLVIA ARROWWOOD, Delegate, Charleston Kennel Club

Consultation with L. SUE ROONEY-FLYNN-ELLESSAR, Saluki Archives, Odi et Amo, Silvershadow
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http://www.akc.org/dog-breeds/american-hairless-terrier/
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ARROWWOOD, cont’d

ways lived among and with people, being consid-
ered and treated as a household pet and family
member. Sloughis not only hunt by sight, but can
and do utilize their olfactory sense as well. 

Speed is an essential ability in the desert as
most prey are very quick or they don’t last long! If
there is one word to describe the Sloughi it would
be FAST! While not quite as fast as the Greyhound
due to its flatter topline, the Sloughi is still fast. If
the AKC Eukanuba Show continues in Orlando,
one might find a few Sloughis up the road north in
Daytona. 

The Sloughi is highly respected for its innate in-
telligence and ability to think on its feet and on the
run. Their agile framework enables them to have
endurance over long distances and long periods of
time. The Sloughi has similarities to the Saluki
and at first glance could be mistaken for a Saluki.
Some differentiations are: Sloughis are always
smooth. Salukis can be feathered or smooth. The
Saluki is a square dog and the Sloughi is slightly
taller than long. The head of a Sloughi is wedged

and the Saluki has a slight stop. Both are equal in
stability and strength. Coloration between the two
breeds can vary greatly. While white should be
scarce on a Sloughi and most other colors are lim-
ited within the Standard, including brindle, the
Saluki standard calls for white, cream, fawn, gold,
red, tan, tri-color, black and tan with no mention of
brindle. The Sloughi has a well open front and
straight angles while the Saluki has shoulders
sloping and set well back. 

Disqualifications for the Sloughi are erect or
rose ears, having more than a few white hairs at
tips of toes and no more than a white patch on
chest and any color not in accordance with the
Standard. The Sloughi has limited colors as stated
above.

The Parent Club for the Sloughi is the American
Sloughi Association. 

You can locate more information on this newly-
recognized breed on Facebook or at the
AKC website.
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WHAT’S ON YOUR MIND?
CRECIA CLOSSON, Delegate, Lakes Region Kennel Club

To ALL Delegates:

Do you have an issue you’d like to talk about, or an
opinion on something, big or small, but are too shy

to speak up or simply don’t have the time or
inclination to put your thoughts down on paper? 

Look for a Perspectives Editorial committee
member, often wearing a green name tag, and

tell one or more of us what’s on your mind.
We can even offer composition assistance for you.

We want to hear from you! Talk to us!
We're here to assist in bringing your voice into the discussion!

http://www.akc.org/dog-breeds/sloughi/
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The Yang Sheng Fa or Principles for Nourishing
Life of Traditional Chinese Veterinary Medicine

(TCVM) include taking control of health, according
to an individual’s constitutional type, through modifi-
cation of diet, mental state, and daily activities. The
concept of constitution is widely applied in the prac-
tice of Traditional Chinese Medicine. Constitutional
evaluation is an important process in clinical diagno-
sis and treatment; it is also critical for health promo-
tion and disease prevention. Constitution is not
constant or unchangeable; factors including environ-
ment, emotions, and exercise, as well as disease and
injury, can easily change the body’s condition. The
constitution of each animal is governed by congeni-
tal and acquired factors; the gender, age, personality,
structure, metabolism, and function of organs all
combine to determine an animal’s susceptibility to
pathogenic factors and how it responds to them. In
TCVM dietary management, one considers both the
elemental constitutions of water, wood, fire, earth
and metal, which often refer to personality and the
different types of physical or body constitutions that
an animal may demonstrate: 1. Neutral, 2. Qi defi-
cient, 3. Yang deficient (Cold) 4. Yin deficient (Hot) 5.
Phlegm-damp, 6. Damp-heat, 7. Blood stasis, 8. Qi
stagnation, 9. Dry, and 10. Special constitution. These
types refer more to physical characteristics and
physiologic tendencies, common health problems,
and how an animal adapts to the external environ-
ment; and each requires different dietary treatment
for optimum health. 

Neutral type - Individuals look healthy, have a
strong physique, stable emotional and mental
states, and seem optimistic. They have lustrous
coats, strong nails, bright eyes, moist pink
tongues, and proper senses of smell, taste and
hearing. They sleep well, have good appetites,
normal bowel and urinary habits, good exercise
tolerance, are able to adapt to environmental
changes, and are not overly sensitive to heat or
cold. They can eat a wide variety of proteins, veg-
etables, condiments, and an even balance of ener-
getically hot, cold and neutral foods. 
Qi deficient type - Individuals tend to have
flabby or weak muscles, are introverted and timid,
and may be very quiet or have feeble voices. They

may have shortness of breath and often fatigue
easily. Frequently, they have sweaty feet and teeth
marks on the sides of the tongue. They are frail
and sensitive to the environment, with relatively
weak immune systems, taking a long time to
recover from illnesses. Rabbit, tripe, pumpkin and
sweet potatoes, as well as Shitake mushrooms
may benefit these animals.
Yang deficient type - Individuals tend to be quiet
and introverted, have flabby muscles, have cold
feet, and frequent sleepiness. They may have a
pale and bulky tongue, with or without a whitish
coating, and are susceptible to health problems
such as edema (swelling,) diarrhea, and excess
throat secretions. They often have clear and copi-
ous urine and soft stools. They are sensitive to
noise, have discomfort after consuming cold foods
and liquids, and tend to be uncomfortable in cold,
windy, and humid environments. Certain energeti-
cally warmer foods such as lamb and venison, as
well as the herbs basil, rosemary and thyme may
help warm these chilly ones.
Yin deficient type - Individuals usually have a
thin or sturdy physique, are outgoing, impatient,
and may be easily annoyed. They may complain
about being too warm, have a dry mouth or nose;
the tongue may be red with yellowish coating or
may have no coating at all, not even moisture. They
prefer to drink cold water, may have dry, hard
stools- even constipation, and scanty urine that is
often dark in color. They don’t like hot and dry
environments and are susceptible to dry cough,
fatigue, insomnia and certain chronic conditions.
Colder foods like duck, rabbit, turkey, pork, aspara-
gus, apples and pears may cool these “hotties.”
Phlegm and dampness type - Individuals are
usually overweight have a larger tummy. They are
mild tempered with steady and patient personali-
ties. They may seem to experience heaviness in
the body, dizziness, and may tire easily. They may
look fatigued and sleep during the day, frequently
snoring. With a low metabolic rate, they tend to be
overweight or may be bloated due to fluid reten-
tion. Their tongue may look sticky, moist and
bulky, and be covered with a thick or greasy coat-
ing. They often have oily skin and hair, sweating
feet, have phlegm in their throat and chest stuffi-

TRADITIONAL CHINESE VETERINARY MEDICAL FOOD THERAPY:
CONSTITUTIONS AND FOOD
JUDITH M. SHOEMAKER, DVM

Invited By DEIDRE E. GANNON, ESQUIRE, Delegate, German Pinscher Club Of America
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SHOEMAKER, cont’d

ness. They have a preference for carbohydrates
and fatty foods and are susceptible to diabetes,
metabolic syndrome or cardiovascular diseases.
They are very sensitive to dampness and uncom-
fortable in humid and rainy environments.
Additives such as alfalfa, kidney beans, mush-
rooms and turnips might help dry these soggy
types. 
Damp heat type - Individuals are of normal or
thin physique and tend to be irritable and short
tempered. They may seem to feel heaviness in
their muscles, have constipation, dry stools, yel-
low urine, and vaginal discharges. The tongue
coating may be yellow and greasy. They are prone
to skin and urinary tract problems. They are sen-
sitive to humid and hot environments, especially
in late summer or early autumn. String beans,
mustard, spinach and marjoram as well as cooler
proteins may cool and calm these hot bodies and
tempers.
Blood stasis type - Individuals are often impa-
tient and forgetful. They may have dry skin and
poor, thin hair coats. Uncomfortable in cold envi-
ronments, they bruise easily and are susceptible
to bleeding gums, blood in their urine and stools,
painful conditions and abnormal growths.
Chicken, carrots, parsley and liver may get the
blood moving in these individuals.
Qi stagnation type - Individuals are mostly thin
and prone to being emotionally unstable, melan-
choly or suspicious. They may appear depressed,
nervous, anxious or timid and don't deal well with
stress, especially in winter and autumn, and on
rainy days. They may not sleep well and suffer
from separation anxiety; females may be prone to
breast lumps. Hawthorn berry, chestnut, parsley,
and carrots, as well as mackerel and beef may
help stimulate their Qi.
Dry type - Individuals are often skinny do not
gain weight easily. They feel thirsty and have dry-
ness of the eyes, mouth, throat, lips and skin.
They may have coughs without mucus, have itchy
skin, nose or eyes, and constipation- all due to lack
of moisture or lubrication. They are very sensitive
to low levels of humidity. Sea cucumber, cheese,
goat milk, peas and pears may wet their whistles.
Special Constitution type - Individuals usually
have inborn weaknesses. They are very sensitive
to drugs, food, smells, pollen or other environ-
mental exposures or toxins. They often suffer

from nasal congestion, sneezing, runny nose,
panting, wheals, hives, itchiness, and may have
purple spots or patches under the skin. Health
problems among these individuals are drug reac-
tions, hay fever, eczema and allergies. They
respond poorly to external influences and their
health problems may be induced by season
changes. Special combinations of medicinal mush-
rooms, herbs, and carefully selected foods can
help these individuals become less reactive.

In planning a balanced TCVM diet, it is necessary
to mix different flavors and energies according to
the individual's needs. It should be emphasized that,
in reality, most animals have a mixed physical consti-
tution, such as cold and damp, or hot or cold and Qi
deficient; therefore, it is not always easy to classify
an animal since more than one type of constitution
may be present. And the foods mentioned above, as
examples only, are not always appropriate for every
animal of the constitutional type. Studying Tradi-
tional Chinese Medicine Food Therapy and consult-
ing with a veterinarian trained in this field are
advisable to avoid an inappropriate combinations of
foods. Additionally, food sensitivities or allergies can
negate the benefits of even the best designed food
therapy diet. Testing for these can make designing
diets so much easier on the allergic individual, avoid-
ing trial and error.

Properly balanced TCVM diets can be designed
using commercial foods. There are diets available
that incorporate these concepts and offer multiple
combinations of ingredients to meet the needs of dif-
ferent constitutions. Homemade diets can be even
more specific, but also must meet the minimum
daily requirements for energy, proteins, vitamins,
minerals, fats and fiber. The best diet is a well-bal-
anced homemade diet made with fresh foods; the
worst diet is a poorly- balanced homemade diet. Em-
bracing Traditional Chinese Veterinary Medical
Food Therapy and dietary advice is a process, an
evolution to a more advanced and intricately bal-
anced diet that can dramatically improve the health
and well-being of all animals. 
Dr. Shoemaker is an internationally known practi-

tioner in complementary veterinary medicine and
therapy and was awarded the American Holistic Vet-
erinarian Association Practitioner of the Year Award
(2011-2012).
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“Open Sesame!”  Thus spoke Ali Baba, and be-
hold, the fabulous treasure cave of the Forty
Thieves opened up before him.  Unfortunately, this
handy-dandy little incantation is of no use in open-
ing the Delegate Portal.  So what is a poor little old
Delegate to do?  I shall reveal the mystical secret
unto you, but you must promise not to tattle.  Every-
thing I am about to tell you can also be found at
www.akc.org/delegates in “Computerese” language,
but you won’t get any laughs there.  On the other
hand, I shall probably give you several.

First, whether you want to or not, you must cre-
ate a “My AKC Account.”  Fear not, for it will
cost you nothing. So, no worries, don’t bother
dusting the cobwebs off your wallet.  Go to the
website www.akc.org.  (Notice that we are an
“org”, not a “net” or a “com”)  If you already
have one of those accounts — and many of you
do — you can go directly to “Step 5” – do not
pass Go, do not collect $200.

At the extreme right of the screen you will see
“Sign In” at the top of the page. You can’t see it?
Go to the very top right hand of the page Et
voilà, “Sign In” appears like magic

Click on “Sign In” and a login screen will pop
up. Click on the “Click Here” in the bottom
right hand corner of the Login Pop up. You can
now either login with an email address or with
any social media that you may use. If you de-
cide to login via email, start filling in your

email, name, and password.  (If you don’t know
your name, etc., well then, maybe you should
just give up and take up knitting.)  Once you fill
in all of your information, click on the “Create
Account” box in the bottom right hand corner
of the pop up.  

Once you click on “Create Account,” you will
arrive at AKC Near-Nirvana.  You have an ac-
count with limited access, but, “mirror mirror
on the wall,” it does not recognize you as a Del-
egate.

Once you have created your account, click the
“Account Management” link under My Account
in the My AKC drop-down menu. The link will
connect you to the Account Management page.

Assuming you are still with me, once you click
on “Account Management” in the drop down
navigation, scroll to the bottom of the page and

1
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OPEN SESAME!
DICK BLAIR, Delegate, Huntingdon Valley Kennel Club
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click the Add your AKC
Delegate Role to your ac-
count by entering the
Access Code sent to you
by AKC. 

To become a full fledged
Delegate account holder
you will now have to au-
thenticate your account.
If you are one of those
people who steadfastly
refuses to give out a
credit card number
under any circum-
stances, I can only say,
“Don’t get your knickers
in a bunch!”  Opening this door requires some-
thing much more ethereal than a mundane
credit card number.  You can authenticate the
account AND declare yourself a Delegate in
one fell swoop merely by typing in your Dele-
gate Access Code into the Access Code text
box.  How hard can that be?

“What Access Code?  What the heck is an Ac-
cess Code?”  Now to the cloak and dagger part
of the process – an Access Code is your own
unique, ultra-secret entry code into the “Holy of
Holies.”  It has been sent to you by the AKC in
one or another of the myriad of papers and pro-
nouncements.  (Do they really think we actually
read all those things?)  So if you have mislaid,
overlooked, ignored or just have not received
this magical number, you can obtain it by going
to the AKC version of the Secret Service – you
can ask Neil Singer at nxs@akc.org.  He will
search the golden archives of Fort Knox to find
your PIN – and he won’t even require you to
have a blood test, show a birth certificate or a
CIA clearance.  Once you get the Access Code,
please write it down somewhere in case you
need it again.

When you have authenticated your raison
d’être by providing your Access Code to the
computer, you must now click on the box enti-
tled “I have read and agree with the terms of

use.”  If you really don’t
agree, for Pete’s sake just
keep it to yourself and plod
on and affirm the darned
thing.

You have now done three
miraculous things:  1) You
have created an AKC account
where you can keep track of
things like your breeding his-
tory, your wins, your losses
(who admits to those???),
your triumphs,  2) You have
told the world that you are an
AKC Delegate and 3) you
have now allowed yourself to

be privy to the mystical secrets of “Delegate-
hood.”  And here you thought you had to sign
something in blood!

“OK, I am now in, but where in the heck is that
blasted Portal????”  Let the page reload and
when the screen refreshes you will see a Dele-
gate Portal link under My Clubs in the left
hand pane of the window.  Click on the Dele-
gate Portal link to access special Delegate in-
formation.  Let your little mouse click once on
that sacred phrase, and “Abracadabra,” you
have arrived into the Valhalla called the Dele-
gate Portal.  All manner of information, both
salient and superfluous, is now at your finger-
tips.

And now to the truly amazing part – you most likely
won’t ever have to enter that elusive Access Code
again.  But remember, if you have been a good little
Delegate, you will have written that Access Code
somewhere safe – mayhap a tattoo on your left hip–
as I have instructed you to do in Step #6.  Every
time you log into your AKC account, you will auto-
matically be ushered into the hallowed halls of Dele-
gate Heaven.  Ah, life is good…the mindless
delights of the nerdy world of the Internet!  

Additional Information can be found at the follow-
ing link: http://www.akc.org/delegate/getting-started/

As printed in the March 2010 edition of Perspectives, the
quarterly magazine by and for AKC Delegates, amended
January 2016.
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November
7      Board Meeting
8      Board Meeting

December
15     Delegate Committee Meeting
16    Delegate Meeting

FEBRUARY 2016
   S    M    T    W    T     F     S

         1     2     3     4     5     6
  7     8     9    10   11   12   13
 14   15   16   17   18  19   20
 21   22   23   24   25  26   27
 28   29

MARCH 2016
   S    M    T    W    T     F     S

                1     2     3     4     5
  6     7     8     9    10   11   12
 13   14   15   16   17   18   19
 20   21   22   23   24  25   26
 27   28   29   30   31

APRIL 2016
   S    M    T    W    T     F     S

                                    1     2
  3     4     5     6     7     8     9
  10   11   12   13   14   15   16
  17   18   19   20   21  22   23
 24   25   26   27   28  29   30

MAY 2016
   S    M    T    W    T     F     S

  1     2     3     4     5     6     7
  8     9    10   11   12   13   14
 15   16   17   18   19   20   21
 22   23   24   25   26  27   28
 29   30   31     

JUNE 2016
   S    M    T    W    T     F     S

                       1     2     3     4
  5     6     7    8     9    10   11
  12   13   14   15   16   17   18
 19   20   21   22   23  24   25
 26   27   28   29   30    

JULY 2016
   S    M    T    W    T     F     S

                                    1     2
  3     4     5     6     7     8     9
  10   11   12   13   14   15   16
  17   18   19   20   21  22   23
 24   25   26   27   28  29   30
 31

SEPTEMBER 2016
   S    M    T    W    T     F     S

                             1     2     3
  4     5     6     7     8     9    10
  11   12   13   14   15   16   17
 18   19   20   21   22  23   24
 25   26   27   28   29  30     

AUGUST 2016
   S    M    T    W    T     F     S

         1     2     3     4     5     6
  7     8     9    10   11   12   13
  14   15   16   17   18  19   20
 21   22   23   24   25  26   27
 28   29   30   31

DECEMBER 2016
   S    M    T    W    T     F     S

                             1     2     3
  4     5     6     7     8     9    10
  11   12   13   14   15   16   17
 18   19   20   21   22  23   24
 25   26   27   28   29  30   31

JANUARY 2016
   S    M    T    W    T     F     S

                                    1     2
  3     4     5     6     7     8     9
  10   11   12   13   14  15   16
  17   18   19   20   21  22   23
 24   25   26   27   28  29   30
 31

NOVEMBER 2016
  S    M    T    W    T     F     S

                1     2     3    4     5
  6     7     8     9    10   11   12
 13   14   15   16   17   18   19
 20   21   22   23   24  25   26
 27   28   29   30     

OCTOBER 2016
   S    M    T    W    T     F     S

                                           1
  2     3     4     5     6     7     8
  9    10   11   12   13   14   15
 16   17   18   19   20  21   22
 23   24   25   26   27  28   29
 30   31

BOARD & DELEGATE MEETINGS 2016
All meetings, except December, are in the NYC/NJ area.The December meeting is in Orlando, FL.

• 26 •PERSPECTIVES March 2016

http://www.akc.org

